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Annual Community Yard Sale
Time to clean out once again as our Annual Sale will be Saturday October 26th, 2019. 7am-noon.
Signs will be placed at both entrances and it will be posted on Craigslist.

Feral Cat Project
As a result of a recent email sent to residents on our list, the HOA has identified six locations
where feral or stray cats are congregating.
Thanks to Kathleen, a board member who
volunteered to coordinate this project, we have applied for a City grant to cover the costs of
trapping, neutering and returning the cats where they were found. Please inform Renee at
elancommunitymgt@gmail or telephone 480-415-5254 if you have not yet reported an address
that should be added.
Note, that if you own a pet cat that is primarily an outdoor cat, it may be trapped and neutered
unless its ear is already clipped or it is wearing a collar.
In the words of the City of Chandler Neighborhood Resources:
“Neighborhoods are the foundation of a community and Chandler’s neighborhood grant program
is committed to promoting strong, vibrant, involved neighborhoods. The TNR for Feral Cats Grant
Program empowers resident leaders, promotes resident participation, and improves the quality of
life in Chandler neighborhoods. The grant is designed to assist in reducing the overpopulation of
feral cat colonies in Chandler through education and neighborhood enhancement.”.
The project is scheduled to take place in October. Please notify Renee at Elan if you would like to
assist in transporting or trapping. Any assistance would be greatly appreciated to have good
coverage.
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Palm Tree Pruning
One of the main advantages of using palm trees in the landscape of your
home is that they require very little maintenance. Most palm trees are able to
resist the heat of our Arizona summers very well and are okay with little
water. They also require very little pruning, although some pruning is
necessary.
Palms do require pruning if you desire a clean, green silhouette above your
yard. Trimming is usually performed annually in Mid-June or July on a
schedule. Only prune off yellow or brown fronds along with fruit and flower
stalks in June or July
For most homeowners, it is best to hire out the task when palm trees grow
beyond ladder height. There are also a few practical reasons to have your
palm trees coiffed.
o Prune to remove dead or dying fronds.
o To remove potential fire hazards, especially near homes.
o To increase visibility and safety near driveways or sidewalks.
o To prevent damage to homes during high winds.
o To prevent volunteer palm trees coming up where not wanted.
o To prevent seeds and fronds getting in pools and pool pumps.
o To remove fruit, seeds and flowers.

Fall Projects
As the weather begins to cool, it’s a great time to make a list of home projects such as:
Trim/prune dead bushes, trees, limbs
Refinish gates
Paint and repair house trim
Clean out dryer vent lint behind dryer and on rooftop vent
Flush water heater
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Dog poop
Reminder: PLEASE, when you walk your
dogs, be sure to pick up after them.
Walkers have been spotted on doorbell
“Ring” cameras allowing their dogs to
mess on yards without cleaning up.
Please respect your neighbors and keep
our neighborhood clean. The same goes
for our retention basin.

We Care Project
Several years ago, our HOA established a volunteer team of residents that we
call “We Care”. This team is still active and is ready to assist owners who are
disabled and may be in need with yard cleanup. Please contact Renee at Elan
Management for assistance.
The photo below shows a recent trip to Chandler landfill with debris and
trimmings removed by our volunteers.
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